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Abstract - An exact line integral representation is derived for the magnetic 
physical optics field scattered by a perfectly electrically conducting planar plate 
illuminated by a magnetic Hertzian dipole. A numerical example is presented to 
illustrate the exactness of the line integral representation. 
1. Introduction 
The transformation of surface integrals representing scattered or diffracted fields 
into line integrals has achieved much attention in the past decades. In particu- 
lar, the traditional surface integral of the electric physical optics (PO) scattered 
field from a perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) planar plate illuminated by 
an electric Hertzian dipole has been cast into a line integral along the edges of 
the plate in [l]. The procedure of [ l ]  has been extended in [2] to derive a line 
integral representation of the electric PO scattered field from a penetrable planar 
plate illuminated by a plane wave. The main advantage of the line integral rep- 
resentation is that its numerical evaluation in general requires much less compu- 
tational effort than that of the corresponding surface integral. This is especially 
true when the source is located close to the plate since the PO current is then 
highly peaked and the surface integration requires many sampling points to yield 
a good accuracy. In [ l ]  only the electric PO scattered field was considered. How- 
ever, in some important cases, e.g., the application of the magnetic field integral 
equation, it is also necessary to know the magnetic PO scattered field from PEC 
planar plates. To the knowledge of the authors, a line integral representation of 
this magnetic field has not yet been published in the literature. In the present 
paper we derive such a line integral representation and we consider illumination 
by a magnetic Hertzian dipole. 
2. The Line Integral Representation 
Consider a planar PEC plate A located in the :cy plane of a rectangular zyz coor- 
dinate system. The magnetic Hertzian dipole: with position vector rs is located 
in the region z > 0. The magnetic PO scatlered field Hpo at the observation 
point F with position vector rF can be written as [3] 
HPo(rF) = HA(rF) - (I - 2%) . HA(rI) (1) 
where I is the unit dyad, r1 is the position vec:tor of the image point with respect 
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to the plane of the plate, and (the time factor exp(jwt) is suppressed) 
HA(r)  = V x / 2 x Hi(r‘)G(r, r’) dA‘ 
A 
j 
kZ  
+ -V x V x J L x Ei(r’)G(r, r’) dA‘. 
A 
Herein, G(r,r’)  = exp(-jkR)/(4wR) with R = IRI and R = r’ - r, k is 
the wave number, and Z the intrinsic impedance. Moreover, Hi and Ei are 
the incident magnetic and electric fields, respectively. Interchanging the curl 
and integration operators in (2), using the facts that VG(r ,  r’) = -V’G(r, r’) 
= G(r,r’)( jk  + l /R)R, with R = E ’ R ,  and that G satisfies the homoge- 
neous wave equation when the observation point is not on the plate, and invoking 
Stoke’s extended theorem, (2) can be cast into the Kottler representation of the 
magnetic field, 
HA(r)  = - J i . [G(r, r’)V’H’(r’) - V’G(r, r’)Hi(r’) dA‘ 
A I 
+ S i  x H*(r’)G(r,r’)  dr’  + - f . Ei(r’)V’G(r, r’) dr‘. (3) 
r J k Z  ‘ J  I‘ 
In this expression, denotes the edge of the plate, f is the edge unit tangent vec- 
tor related to L via the right-hand rule. The surface integral in (3) is transformed 
into a line integral using [l ,  (lo), (18), (22), (23)] with Ei replaced by Hi .  The 
result for HA is then 
HA(.) = -Hi(r)X(r) + f x Hi(r’)G(r,  r‘) dr’ 
1 1 
[ 
+ If . [v(r ,  r’)Hi(r) + Wx(r, r‘) + :E’(r’)V’G(r, r’) dr‘.  (4) 
JkZ r 
The transformation from (3) to (4) is valid only if the Hertzian dipole is not 
located on the surface of the cone with vertex at r and generators extending 
from this point to the edge I?. In (4) X(r) = 1 if the Hertzian dipole is located 
within the above-mentioned cone and zero otherwise. Furthermore, V(r, r‘) = 
p x R/[4.irR(1 - R .  p)], with p being an arbitrary unit vector in the zy-plane, 
and 
W H ( r ,  r’) = LR 47r x ] V H i ( r R )  exp(-jkrR) dr .  ( 5 )  
0 
The expression for the magnetic PO scattered field is finally obtained by inserting 
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(4) into (1). This yields 
HPo(rF) = -Hi(rF)X(rF) + r‘) - WH(rI, r’) . (1 - 22i)  
1 
+ 2 E  . (f x Hi(r’)) G(rF, r‘) 
(6) 
This is the sought-after line integral representation of the magnetic PO scattered 
field. However, an analytical evaluation of the dyadic WN in (5 )  is still re- 
quired. The magnetic Hertzian dipole has the magnetic current density Jm(r) = 
a,b(r - rs) and it radiates the magnetic field 
An analytical calculation of WE = &R x ‘VE:(TR) exp(-jk.rR) d r  is car- 
ried out in [l, Appendix A] where Et is the. electric field due to an electric 
Hertzian dipole. Since the magnetic field from a magnetic Hertzian dipole is 
related to the electric field from an electric dipole by the principle of duality, 
it is seen that WH in ( 5 )  can be found from the result for WE in [ l ,  (28)] as 
WH = Z-’WE. In the expression for WE, a must be replaced by Z-la,. 
4. Numerical Example 
Consider the rectangular planar PEC plate with dimensions 2X by 3X as shown 
in Fig. 1. The origin of the eyz coordinate system is located at one comer of the 
plate and the magnetic Hertzian dipole with dipole moment a, = 376(1,1,1) 
Vm is placed at ( l X ,  2X, I X ) .  The observation points are located on the circular 
arc T = 4X in the = 50 degrees plane with 0 ranging from 0 to 90 degrees. For 
this configuration the Hertzian dipole is inside the cone with vertex at the obser- 
vation point for 0 5 0 5 57.27 degrees and outside the cone for 57.27 < 8 5 90 
degrees. Fig. 2 shows the amplitudes of the e, y, and z components of the mag- 
netic PO scattered field calculated from the traditional surface integral as well as 
from the line integral (6). As expected, perfect agreement is observed. Similar 
agreement is found for the phases. 
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Figure 1: A 2X by 3X plate illuminated by a magnetic Hertzian dipole located at 
( l X ,  2X, 1X)  and with dipole moment a, = 376(1,1,1) Vm. The observation 
points are at T = 4X in the q5 = 50 degrees plane. 
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Figure 2: The amplitudes of the three rectangular components of the magnetic 
PO scattered field for the configuration shown in Fig. 1 .  
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